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Project & Goals
My main goal for this positions is
finding many ways to help the people
in the world by sharing the food. I am
working with John Edmondson who is
Family Ministries Director and Growing
Neighbors Director for Shadle Park
Presbyterian Church.
It is also to help neighbors discover
and use their gifts and resources to
treat each other more like family and
the planet more like home. Some
additional benefits include access to
locally grown food, farming, cooking,
and food preservation education,
exercise, environmental stewardship,
waste reduction, mentoring, and job
skills training.

Partner Organization
Growing neighbor is about partnering
with local organizations in growing
relationships and produce with our
neighbors to encourage healthier
lifestyles. The primary goal is
developing “Neighborhood Families”.

Figure 1. (Logos for Growing Neighbors)

What I Did
I did various things to help the
neighbors to get access of food easily. I
contacted to some churches in West
central and Emerson Garfield to
expand the little free pantries. I also
started to do gardening stuff with my
members to plant some vegetables and
fruits to share it. Besides, I am also
working on building compost bins and
chicken coops to share my gifts to
everyone.

Figure 2. (Farm Yard in front of the church)

Work Pictures

Figure 4. (Church)

Civic Perspective
My experience helped me to
understand the organization’s mission
and goal. I saw many neighbors who
visited a church to help us to plant
some plants for everyone. Whenever I
ask them why they want to help, they
said: “ I am helping my neighbors to
make it happy”

What I Learned
Food Security Specialist taught me a
lot to develop my perspectives and
social skills. I have learned about farm
work, food pantries, and repair work.

Academic Perspective
I was able to share my gift to help
Growing Neighbors. As I am an art
student, I can make various kinds of
posters to share the events with the
neighbors. Besides, I can communicate
with the different church members to
expand Little Free Pantry projects to
share food with the neighbors.

I was able to learn about Spokane’s
church, people, and cultures by
contacting with different people in
Spokane. As I am an international
student, I do not have a chance to go
out of campus to have an experience in
my life. However, this position helps
me to look around outside of campus
to contact people who are not part of
Whitworth University.

Personal Perspective

Figure 3. (Little Free Pantry & Farm)

As an international student, it is hard
for me to understand the cultures
easily to communicate. I had to take
some time to understand the problems
and deal with them. However, all the
members in growing neighbors help
me to understand the cultural
differences.

